Creag Meagaidh - Issued 11/02/2019
Avalanche Hazard Forecast - FOR PERIOD 18:00HRS Mon 11/02/2019 TO 18:00HRS Tue 12/02/2019
Hazard Level

Avalanche Probabilty

Very High

Natural and human triggered avalanches will occur.
Numerous very large, often extremely large natural
avalanches can be expected.

High

Natural and human triggered avalanches will occur.
In some cases, numerous large, often very large
sized natural avalanches can be expected.
Natural and human triggered avalanches possible, in

Considerable some cases large, in isolated cases very large sized
natural avalanches are possible.

Moderate

Very large sized natural avalanches are unlikely.
Human triggering possible in indicated steep places.

Low

Only small and medium sized natural avalanches are
possible. Human triggering possible in steep,
extreme terrain.

Forecast Weather Influences
Rain preceded by some overnight sleety snow. Much milder with the freezing level rising to over 2000m by the end of the
afternoon. Strong South West winds.
Forecast Snow Stability and Avalanche Hazard
Wet snow instability expected as much milder and wet weather becomes established from the early hours onwards. Most affected
locations will be very steep North through East to South East aspects above 900m. Some of theses places will be overhung by wet,
weakening and collapse prone cornices. The avalanche hazard will be Considerable

Observed Avalanche Hazard - Mon 11/02/2019
Observed Weather Influences
A little overnight fresh snow then dry, bright and cold for the rest of the day. Winds have been light variable but became fresh
Westerly by afternoon.
Observed Snow Stability and Avalanche Hazard
Good stability in all locations below 850m. Localised accumulations of marginally bonded windslab lie on steeper North through
East to South East aspects above 950m. Instability here is variable but both old and newer surface snow layers fractured readily
when tested. Small to moderate cornices overhang some very steep lee slopes and gullies. The avalanche hazard is Moderate
Mountain Conditions
Observed Mountain
Travel Conditions

Breakable crust at all levels, very tiring conditions Cold clear conditions Winds approx 10 - 20 mph
fresh, cooling etc

Comments

Poor mountain conditions expected throughout Tuesday.

